
independently concur "it would be reasonable
to remove all forms of invasive treatment,
including nutrition and hydration."-CLARE
DYER, legal correspondent, BMIj
I)iscussion Paper on Treatment of Patients in Persistent
V'egetative State, BMA medical ethics committee,
September 1992.

Labour prepares new
health agenda
The Labour party conference at Blackpool
last week adopted a resolution to study best
practice in "funding, management, and
service delivery" as the basis of the next
Labour government's programme to moder-
nise the health service. Placing a strong
emphasis on preventive medicine and health
education, the resolution acknowledged that
"no government will be able to fund the
health service to the limits of modern tech-
nology."

Health spokesman David Blunkett did not
elaborate on Labour's "new agenda" but
promised to update the Black report on the
health consequences of social inequality.
Another main strand of Labour policy will be
to make NHS trusts accountable to the local
community.
Mr Blunkett said that the trusts were a

Frankenstein monster turning on the
government that created them by refusing to
be accountable even to the secretarv of state
for health let alone to patients or the com-
munity. "Who the hell do they think they
are?" he asked. Labour will campaign against
the next wave of trusts while devising a
method of democratic control.

At a news briefing Mr Blunkett said that
Labour would want to integrate trusts into
the community while preserving decentral-
ised decision making. He questioned whether
there was a future for district health authori-
ties. Mr Blunkett added that he could not see
general practitioner fundholding continuing
because it conflicted with Labour's priorities.
He believes that the government will be
forced to introduce a new body to coordinate
fundholding. -JOHN WARDEN, parliamentary
correspondent, BiM"

New Zealand greets
health reform
Public health has tended to be something of a
Cinderella service in New Zealand, with a
steady diversion of resources to treatment
services. But the government is now intro-
ducing a public health commission with
separate funding. A crown agency separate
from the Ministry of Health, it will be at
arm's length from the government and will
be charged with analysing the state of the
public health and identifying public health
needs; advising the minister of health on
health goals and objectives; and purchasing
public health services.

Before the commission starts working next
year epidemiologists, biostatisticians, social
scientists, public health medicine specialists,
and other public health staff will be recruited.
No one knows whether it will be able to
tackle the problems of inequalities in health
or sensitive political subjects such as tobacco
sponsorship. But the omens are good: the
minister of health has confirmed that the
commission's advice to the government will
be open so that the public can see whether or
not the advice is taken.
The proposal to set up a public health

commission has been almost universally
welcomed, but other proposals to introduce
changes in the health service have not been so
popular. These include plans to integrate
funding of primary and secondary health care

and disability support services; to separate
the purchasing and provision of health care;
and to convert public hospitals into crown
health enterprises which would be expected
to compete with other providers for con-
tracts with regional health authorities.-
CHARLOTTE PAUL, senior lecturer in epi-
demiology, Dunedin

Correction

Call to maintain London's student numbers
An editorial error occurred in this news item by Stella
Lowry (26 September, p 736). In the second paragraph
the second sentence should read: "The [London]
university trains 6500 students-29% of the United
Kingdom's-but the King's Fund recently recom-
mended a 30% cut in numbers."

The Week

Join your Union
Virginia Bottomley touched a couple of
raw nerves when she spoke to the con-
sultants last week (p 894). You could
almost see them wince when she spoke of
how well the new deal for junior doctors
was going and of the importance of the
chief medical officer's working party on
specialist medical training.
The trouble is that consultants have

been having a hard time of it recently: the
NHS reforms seem to offer something to
everyone-except them. Public health
has at last found a role in needs assessment
and "purchasing for health gain." For
junior doctors progress may not be as
fast as they would like on reducing hours,
but the new deal represents a considerable
commitment from the government and
health service. The juniors also feel they
are being listened to over specialist
medical training and the European Com-
munity directives. General practitioners
are also beginning to enjoy their new
found influence on secondary care (read
consultants).
The consultants, unfortunately, are on

the end of all this new found power. As
one consultant at last week's CCSC
meeting put it, purchasing authorities
consult with everybody over specialist
medical services-GPs, the public-
except those who provide those services.
Reduced hours for juniors makes many
consultants fear longer ones for them-
selves. Their general belief that the
breach of the EC directives can be
mended without an upheaval to the entire
system of medical specialist training is
being ignored. And they are being
hammered by all sorts of bodies over their
earnings. Over the past few weeks private
health insurers, the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission, the National Asso-
ciation of Health Authorities and Trusts,
and now the York health economists (p
852) have all had a go at consultants. No
wonder they feel bruised.

On top of all that there is London,
where, according to last week's meeting,
up to 700 doctors may be affected.
The BMA has been criticised for not
"fighting" Tomlinson, but the BMA is a
UK wide organisation, and the writing
has been on the wall for London for a long
time. It is therefore taking the stance that
change is inevitable-a stance that is
shared by the government, London Uni-
versity, the regions, and individual health
authorities and hospitals. (But consul-
tants should be relieved to know that
behind the scenes the association is
working hard to ensure that redundancies
and redeployments are properly managed
and eased by cash.)

Redundancies on such a scale are new
territory for British doctors, and there are
many imponderables. No one has
suggested that Britain as a whole has too
many consultants, which implies that
consultants should be redeployed rather
than made redundant. Moreover, any
fixed formula for redundancies-such as
last in, first out or early retirement for
older consultants-might unbalance the
normal age range of consultants and affect
the career aspirations of junior doctors.
There is also a strong feeling that changes
shouldn't simply be confined to hospitals
that happen to close-which means that
potentially many more doctors are at risk
than currently feel so.
The CCSC negotiators have not been

slow to make the point to the government
that Tomlinson will be impossible to
manage without some form of centrally
negotiated package-and the implication
is that the redeployments will have to be
handled centrally. All this adds strength
to the message repeated at the CCSC last
week: the BMA will support its members
who are affected by Tomlinson, but it's no
good doctors waiting until they have their
redundancy notices before joining the
BMA. Join now.

HART
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